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**Reviewed by:** Simone Natale, Loughborough University, UK

Within the broad field of scholarship on new media, Wendy Hui Kyong Chun’s works distinguish themselves for the way they bring together theoretical and technical insight. Chun’s background in Systems Design Engineering emerges as strongly as her humanities background, and it is especially this combination that has made her writings so compelling and significant for the field. In her latest book, *Updating to Remain the Same: Habitual New Media*, this characteristic feature emerges in the contents as well as in the form, with the short introductory sections before each chapter being formatted like comments in programming language. This simple graphic solution is a message to the reader: the text not only focuses on digital technologies, but has the ambition to move across them.

Building on Chun’s previous works on software (2011) and digital surveillance (2006), the book looks at new media through an unusual lens: habit. It argues that “new” media matter the most when they become invisible, as an integral part of everyday life. This is not in itself an original idea: it has been argued in much of the literature on media obsolescence and technological change (e.g. Acland, 2007; Striphas, 2009). Yet, it is the extent to which Chun takes serious the notion of habit, that constitutes the strongest contribution of her book. Exploring its potential meanings and implications through a plethora of theoretical insights, from Pierre Bourdieu to John Dewey and passing through popular literature such as Duhigg’s theory of the “habit loop,” Chun takes the concept of habit as a point of departure for exploring various issues such as the logics of the network, friending, and online shaming. She argues that habit is being increasingly understood as
addiction, which leads to the continuing need for new media to trigger change – to be “updated to remain the same,” as the book’s title goes. Perhaps with an excess of mathematical certainty, she proposes that Habit + Crisis = Update, or in other words, that our certainties are endlessly challenged by the impact of Internet and digital media in our societies and everyday life, which in turn makes change inherent to their functioning.

The book unfolds through four main chapters divided into two parts. The first part focuses on the issue of the network, examined both as a technical object and as a discursive construction. Chun starts by asking why networks have become a universal concept, employed to explain and describe virtually everything. She answers that networks are central to the dynamics and the imaginary of neoliberalism, whereby individuals are increasingly understood as collectively dissolving society. Moving away from such model, Chun proposes that we need to imagine networks in a different way, in terms of habitual connections that (since Habit + Crisis = Update) embody in themselves the logics of repetition as well as the possibility for differentiation and interruption. In the second part, the book moves to questioning online social practices such as friending and online shaming. Chun argues that social media and the practice of friending turn the Internet into a series of gated communities whose leakiness put users in danger precisely when they believe to be safe. To the resulting confusion between public and private space Chun opposes events and performances that undermine this logic by making it most evident, such as flash mobs and spam. Finally, the book turns to examining cases of online bullying, concluding that we need to move away from the notion that everyone is exposed and towards an acknowledgment of the right not only to be forgotten, but also not to be stored in the first place.

*Updating to Remain the Same* is an ambitious book that builds theory through a perceptive examination of technical and social phenomena related to the Internet and digital media. It contributes to approaches that discuss and reformulate new media’s relationship
with obsolescence and memory (see Natale, 2016), proposing habit as a mechanism that inhabit new media and shape our relationship with them. Chun’s approach, moreover, makes a compelling case for the opportunity to reconcile media studies’ growing focus on material culture and infrastructure with an examination of the discursive practices and the imaginary constructions that also characterize media as cultural things. As she convincingly demonstrates, networks should be regarded at the same time as technical infrastructures and as ideas, conceptual frameworks that enable particular understandings of the relationship between individuals, technologies, and societies. Investigating their material nature should not count as alternative, but rather complementary to an inquiry of their discursive configurations.

The impressing breadth of the book’s contributions is, overall, the source of its strength, but also of its limits. In her analysis, Chun opens numerous pathways that are at times hard to reconcile with the overall thesis, leaving the impression that a more limited focus would have resulted in an even stronger contribution. Yet, readers will find many clever and thought-provoking insights that, as an all, make the book a useful and inspiring reading for scholars interested in new media, cultural approaches to software, Internet studies, and social media.
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